Analysis of degradation mechanism of disperse orange 25 in supercritical water oxidation using molecular dynamic simulations based on the reactive force field.
4-[N-(2-cyanoethyl)-N-ethylamino]-4'-nitroazo-benzene (disperse orange 25, DO25) is one of the main components in dyeing wastewater. In this work, supercritical water oxidation (SCWO) process of DO25 has been investigated using the molecular dynamic simulations based on the reactive force field (ReaxFF). For the SCWO system, the effects of temperature, the molecular ratio of DO25, O2 and H2O as well as the reaction time have been analyzed. The simulated results showed that the aromatic rings in DO25 could be attacked by hydroxyl radical, oxygen molecule, and hydroxyl radical together with oxygen molecule, respectively, which caused the aromatic ring-opening reaction to happen mainly through three different pathways. The hydroxyl radicals were mainly from water clusters and H2O2 (which was produced from oxygen molecules reacting with water clusters). However, for the SCW system as comparison, the aromatic rings in DO25 could be attacked by hydroxyl radical only, and the OH radicals just come from water clusters. During the DO25 SCWO degradation process, we also found that N elements in one DO25 molecule were difficult to be converted into environmentally friendly N2 molecules because of steric hindrance, but increasing the number of DO25 molecules could improve the possibility for the connection of N elements, thus promoting N element converting into N2. Extending reaction time could also improve N elements in DO25 to transform into N2 rather than carbonitride.